
Doctor Vapes Through Face Masks, Shows Smoke
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Dr Ted Noel, an anesthesiologist with 36 years of experience, uploaded a video
purportedly showing the inefficiency of various face masks, by blowing clouds of vape
smoke through the masks. He says that smoke molecules are the same size or larger than
viruses. Dr. Noel said, “The fact is that unless I have a mask which is fully sealed,
and where I breath through the filter material both directions, and I have really high
quality filter, nothing is going to protect in either direction, because just the same
way that the vape went out, around, and through, it will come in, around, and through.
Aerosols will not be stopped by masks.”
Bitchute video link:  https://www.bitchute.com/video/q5EGc38yZwX8/

A doctor has uploaded a video purportedly showing the inefficency of
facemasks, by blowing clouds of vape smoke through the sides of a mask.

Dr Ted Noel, an anesthesiologist with 36 years of experience, recently uploaded a video
contrasting the mainstream media narrative that face masks are the ultimate solution to
protecting oneself from spreading or catching the coronavirus.

Doctor Noel demonstrated the ability for aerosol particles to get through a number of
face masks by using a vape. These included medical face masks, cloth masks, and guard
masks which have a “high efficiency filter material.”

The vape aerosol, which has the same size or larger particles as coronavirus, easily
went around the sides, bottom, and tops of the masks that Noel displayed. “It might
protect me from you, but it sure isn’t going to protect you from me,” Noel argued:

The fact is that unless I have a mask which is fully sealed, and where I breath through the
filter matieral both directions, and I have really high quality filter, nothing is going to
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protect in either direction, because just the same way that the vape went out, around, and
through, it will come in, around, and through. Aerosols will not be stopped by masks.

Read full article here…
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